REPORT
INTRODUCTION; The report is prepared by MUHAMMAD ALI regarding a trip to AL
ASAR ACADEMY

ABOUT ACADEMY;

It seems to be moon in the dark night and very big

milestone in these conditions, especially in these backward areas and with very
limited resources. The success of academy lies in proper management ,hard
working, sincerity and tireless efforts. Proper system is the way of success for
academy. The only missing element is professionalism and technology.
Improvement in teaching techniques, healthy co-curricular activities is a way of
modernization and boosting confidence level. Lack of confidence and no
counseling is an obstacle for the students in discovering and showing skills.

ABOUT VISIT AND PERCEPTION; We have some wrong perception about
the people of KPK and academy. As we heard about terrorism. Their hardworking
and hospitality is appreciable and played a role in removing those perceptions.
The whole trip seems to be visit to heaven. It is a source of constant joy and we
enjoyed too much. Lakes of cold water, unimaginable caves and peaceful and
beautiful environment is unforgettable.

WHAT I HAVE LEARNT;

A vast experience of teaching, necessary teaching

techniques, everlasting inspiration, students handling and to make them learn
through fun. Time management, a key characteristic of successful personalities
and other rules and boundaries. This trip is a source of mental freshness after
exams. We conduct carrier guidance, confidence boosting techniques and we are
become too confident as well.

ADVICES; Some advices are,
 Increase co-curricular activities
 Awareness of technology
 Strong and proper library and computer lab system
These advices will contribute in boosting confidence level and enhancing I.Q level
and
in
many
different
factors.

SPECIAL THANKS;

I am very much thankful to HAJI AHMED RAZA and his

team for providing such a excellent sort of learning and very much proud to be a
part of HUSSAINI FOUNDATION for such a inexpressible experience.
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